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VW’S BLOODY ST ALBANS 
ANTHOLOGY RELEASED

Verulam Writers has launched its latest book,
Bloody St Albans - an anthology of crime-
themed short stories by Hertfordshire writers.

Stories include tales of monks and barmaids,
crooks and nannies, assassins and scammers – all
stories of murder and mayhem.

The launch of Bloody St Albans was celebrated at
a party at St Albans Library on 18th November
attended by many of the authors as well as the
deputy mayor of St Albans, Cllr Abidi, and
members of the public. A number of authors
read extracts from their stories, including
Howard Linskey, Rachael Blok, Candy Denman,
and chair of VW Phil Mitchell.

Half of the net profits from the anthology are
going to the charity St Albans for Refugees
(StAR), the Mayor’s chosen charity for 2022-23.
Representatives from the charity spoke about
their work at the launch event.

Bloody St Albans is available online now and all
good bookshops. Copies are also available
directly from Verulam Writers at VW meetings.
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From the Editor…

Hello and welcome to another edition of
VERACITY – the newsletter by Verulam
Writers about all things writing.

This edition is packed full of writing advice,
plus a usual sprinkling of seasonal cheer. We
hope you enjoy it.

I think it’s fair to say that we had a major
highlight this season that will be noted in the
VW history books - the publication of Bloody
St Albans. The book is a huge achievement
and thoroughly entertaining, and the launch
event was suitably brilliant.

In other major news – we have moved!
Please please note our new address of St
Stephen’s Church Hall, where we’ll be
hosting our first meeting of 2023 on

Wednesday 4th January. We don’t want
anybody to be left out in the cold at St
Michael’s! More details of our new home
can be found on our website and on page 4.

Wishing you all a very happy festive season,
and a Happy (and writing-filled!) 2023.

Sam Ellis, Editor
VWVeracityEditor@gmail.com
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From the Chair…
Chairman of Verulam Writers Philip Mitchell.

Other than spring, summer and winter,
autumn is my favourite season. Colourful
leaves, conkers, warm soup, and cosy
jumpers make this a wonderful time of year.
But the best thing about this autumn was
the launch event for Bloody St Albans. And
wow, I’m still buzzing. What a fantastic
showcase for Verulam Writers! All those
who read at the jam-packed St Albans
library were amazing, and the organisation
was perfect. Well done to our events
manager, Mandy Carter, for all her hard
work, and to Wendy Turner for helping with
the catering. Huge thanks to Anne Ellis (JL
Merrow) who performed the largest share
of the editing for the book, along with a
small amount of help from Wendy and me,
and to Dave Weaver for the distinctive and
bold cover. Well done to every contributor
to the book—you should all be proud—
Bloody St Albans is a really great read.
Please recommend the book to all those you
know. It would make the perfect gift for your
friends, family, colleagues, and total
strangers. Perhaps it could be a Secret Santa
present? And remember, 50% of the profits
go to the charity St Albans for Refugees and
50% to Verulam Writers to fund future
activities. At the time of writing, we’ve sold
well over 100 books—an enormous success.

The David Gibson Cup, and Gillian Thornton
and Rosie Andrews’ visits to Verulam Writers
were particular highlights of this season so
far, and there’s a lot to look forward to after
Christmas. Alex Johnson will come to talk to
us about his book Rooms of Their Own—
Where Great Writers Write, and give us tips

learnt during his prolific writing career. And
I’m excited about our own Sam Ellis leading
us in a screenwriting workshop. I’ve never
written a script, and I’m always looking to
explore fresh territory with my writing, so
I’m keen to pick up some screenwriting
knowhow. After Sam’s workshop, perhaps
we should have a Verulam Writers
screenwriting competition? We could all
help perform the screenplay—I quite fancy
being an actor for the evening.

As many of you already know, we’ve made
the big decision to change our meeting
venue. St Michael’s Parish Centre has served
us well for many years, and we recently
made the move to the upstairs of the hall to
give us step-free access. However, no one
can fail to notice the bell ringing. I’ve always
found the bells very distracting, but other
members really struggle to hear when the
bells are clanging. Therefore, from January
2023, we are moving across Verulamium
Park to St Stephen’s Church Hall, Watling
Street. The Verulam Writers committee
visited the hall to check its suitability, and all
agreed to the move. St Stephen’s has step-
free access, free parking, access to a kitchen
(no need to bring your own mug anymore!),
and the best bit is there will be no bell
ringing! I hope everyone will enjoy the new
space.

Have a great holiday season and a happy
new year.

Phil
Chair of Verulam Writers

VERACITY
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WE HAVE MOVED!
After many years at St Michael’s Church Hall we have moved to our new 
home of:

St Stephen’s Church Hall, 
1 Watling Street, AL1 2PT

The venue has step-free access, free parking, access
to a kitchen (no need to bring your own mug
anymore!), a pub opposite (The King Harry) and no
bell ringing!

The car park is accessible via Watling Street.
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Bloody St Albans Launch
18th November 2022

VERACITY

Phil Mitchell and Deputy Mayor of St Albans, Cllr Abidi
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Phil Mitchell and Howard Linskey
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Wendy Turner 
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Bloody St Albans is available on Amazon now:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bloody-St-Albans-crimes-
people/dp/B0BL7ZJYGF

St Albans for Refugees: https://stalbansforrefugees.org

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bloody-St-Albans-crimes-people/dp/B0BL7ZJYGF
https://stalbansforrefugees.org/
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Rachael Blok 
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Phil Mitchell and Katharine Riordan 
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Candy Denman 
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson
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Phil Mitchell 
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Dave Weaver 
Photo Credit: Michael Shaw

Deputy Mayor of St Albans, Cllr Abidi
Photo Credit: Robert Paterson

Steve Seaton 
Photo Credit: Michael Shaw
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Ben Bergonzi and VW Events Manager Mandy Carter
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Robert Paterson
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson

Photo Credit: Michael Shaw

Liz Needham from St Albans for Refugees 
Photo Credit: Ray Wilkinson
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Rosie Andrews
by Sam Ellis

Local author Rosie Andrews paid a visit to
Verulam Writers in November to talk about her
writing journey and her recent work The
Leviathan.

It was while working as a schoolteacher that Rosie
decided to take up writing for good, thanks to
some encouragement from her pupils. After being
longlisted for writing competitions from magazines,
Rosie wrote her first novel which she kept in the
bottom drawer. It was shortly after this that Rosie
began work on The Leviathan.

Rosie said of writing the book; “Most people say
the second novel is harder. I agree with them,”
before revealing that her first novel took nine
months to write while her second novel took two
years. Rosie confessed that it is important for her
writing process that she be on her own (and that
she doesn’t find television as distracting as music!).

Members of VW were given the opportunity for
questions, from which Rosie was asked about
plotting. Rosie’s preferred method is to avoid
plotting the whole book, but rather focus energies
and research on the big moments that she wanted
the reader to think about, and upon which the

story turns. As Rosie said,
“If you know where you’re
going with something it
guides itself.”

A final key takeaway
from Rosie was to ‘edit
from the end’. From
Rosie’s experience this
helps to keep things tight
and avoids things from
‘branching out’.

VERACITY

Thanks to Rosie for sharing her writing
journey. The Leviathan is available now
(synopsis below).

Norfolk, 1643. With civil war tearing England
apart, reluctant soldier Thomas Treadwater is
summoned home by his sister, who accuses a
new servant of improper conduct with their
widowed father. By the time Thomas returns
home, his father is insensible, felled by a
stroke, and their new servant is in prison,
facing charges of witchcraft.

As Thomas unravels the mystery of what has
happened, he uncovers not a tale of
superstition but something dark and ancient,
linked to a shipwreck years before.

The Leviathan is set in England during a time
of political turbulence and religious zealotry. It
is a tale of family and loyalty, superstition and
sacrifice, but most of all it is a spellbinding
story of impossible things.
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Create the Ultimate Writer’s
Christmas Hamper
by Steve Barley

“It is a truth universally
acknowledged, that a writer in
possession of a good story, must
be in want of a mug at Christmas.”

Jane Austen penned this insightful
line one Christmas Day after
unwrapping yet another coffee
mug labelled ‘Best Writer Ever’.
Sadly, she revised her words in a
later draft, completely losing their
original essence – the pain and exasperation when being on the receiving end of lazy
gifting. She couldn’t even re-package the mug and pass it on to a fellow author, as
adding the word ‘Second’ before the mug’s moniker could have been misconstrued as
rude according to the Georgian values of the time.

Having felt Jane’s pain myself, I’ve come to the conclusion there is only one sure-fire
way to get what you want for Christmas… and that’s to buy it yourself. That way you’ll
only be hampered by your own budget and creativity. In fact, that gives me an idea,
why not go the whole hog and create the ultimate Christmas hamper for you to open
in front of your friends and family, and feign surprise at the thoughtfulness,
generosity and consideration that someone went to on your behalf! Just don’t forget
to hide the receipts.

For those of you prone to writer’s block or just plain lazy like me,
you don’t even have to come up with the contents of the hamper
yourself, simply tick two items to buy from each category listed
below, wait for the courier to chuck them over your back fence,
stick ‘em in a wicker basket with lots of hamster bedding, and
bingo! You have a personalised hamper full of the gifts you always
wanted but never got.

So get ticking, and have a very Merry Christmas!
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Gillian Thornton Returns to 
Verulam Writers
by Robert Paterson

On 19th October, Verulam Writers had the pleasure of
welcoming back its former president, Gillian Thornton, to
give a talk about her preferred field; travel writing.

Gillian began by covering her life in writing and her past
relationship with VW. She has been a freelance writer for 42
years, which is a vocation she found aged 21, when she
studied under Frank Ferneyhough. Frank was a former British
Rail employee who taught evening classes in Writing for
Pleasure and Profit at St Albans in the 1970s. He recognised
Gillian’s potential as a writer and facilitated her first sale in
1974 for the grand fee of £8.

Gillian trained as a bilingual secretary in French, working for Eastman Kodak and then Trusthouse
Forte hotel group. Writing was only ever meant to be a hobby but in early 1981, she went self-
employed as an article writer. The Herts Advertiser published some of her work, as did Annabel
magazine, and even niche magazines such as Build It! for self-builders and Pond of the Month
features for Koi, Ponds and Gardens; anything that paid.

As well as articles, Gillian secured interviews with celebrities such as Roger Moore, while he filmed a
James Bond movie at Elstree Studios, and TV personalities such as Lorraine Kelly and Alan
Titchmarsh. TV chef Keith Floyd, proved a challenge as he was hung over when she interviewed him,
and actor Martin Shaw ironically refused to talk about The Professionals, the show that made him
famous in the first place. In the late 1970s, Frank persuaded Gillian to join the Verulam Writers’
Circle, as it was then. The circle was a very different affair in the early 1980’s, with up to 50 members

meeting in a spacious room in the Town
Hall. She remains forever grateful for
their moral support and expertise in
critiquing her articles, all done in hard
copy, since there was no e-mail. How
things change.

Travel writing became Gillian’s
specialism in the late 1990’s, when she
wrote articles for the magazine Living
France. Today she still writes most of
her travel articles about France, in
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particular for France Today
magazine, A Taste of France, and
online magazine The Good Life
France.

She explained that none of her copy
is influenced by PRs or by any tourist
boards who may host her. She once
refused to write a review of a hotel
because the manager’s son
deputised for his parents on the day
she was there, and was utterly
disagreeable.

Gillian was full of advice for would-be travel writers. She suggests that you may self-fund excursions
and write about places you’ve been on holiday, but modest fees rarely make this profitable. Get a
commission first however and you may be able to secure some level of hosting. Better still, get more
than one commission for non-competitive publications.

Networking is important, to get to know the right people. Research and active interest are important
too. You need to know what to expect when you take a journey and anticipate where people are
likely to be going rather than currently going. And think about how you pitch the story to an editor.
Why write about this particular destination? Why now? And why you. Most importantly, write about
places you’ve loved. You want to sell the place to travellers and you can’t do that if you dislike the
destination. She even suggested that VW members could sell St Albans to travellers. It doesn’t get
nearly enough tourists for such an historical city!

Gillian left her portfolio on the desk for us to peruse during
the tea break while she caught up with old friends and new
faces (like me!). She was genuinely contented to be back
among us and everyone else felt the same. Her talk was
replete with good advice and everyone enjoyed her
company. Let’s hope her travels bring her back again
someday soon.

Gillian’s latest feature on equestrian Anjou can currently be
seen in the Dec/Jan issue of France Today. Her next article,
‘Bucket List Britain,’ will be in the Jan 7th issue of My
Weekly, followed by Newmarket and Ely on the 14th, and
Lyon and the Beaujolais on the 21st.
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VW’s Christmas Poetry Competition!
To get us into the festive spirit, Verulam Writers held a poetry competition on the theme 

of Christmas and New Year, with the winner (as decided by popular vote on the night) 
winning a Christmas pudding! These are the entries. 

The Ornament
Sam Ellis

Oh sparkling angel on the tree
What does it feel like to be free?
For eleven months you lie in wait
Until on some December date
You see a light and feel ecstatic
As you are taken from the attic.
Your fellow ornaments are, one by one, 
Placed on the tree by a familiar son.
Are you annoyed when placed too low
Or get too hot by a tree-lights glow?
Have there been years when you see all
Or some when you only face a wall?
Soon you will be back in your shroud of paper
And placed back in the loft for later
But until that time and while you’re here
A toast to you to last the year. 

An Xmas Carol
Anne Ellis

Hark! The tills of commerce ring
20% off everything!
’Tis the season of goodwill
Writ in the red of our credit card bills
Hungover all ye sluggards rise
Early to the sales to win the prize
With th’unruly hordes to queue
For some cut-price tat you’ll come to rue
Hark! The tills of commerce ring
20% off everything!

The Festive Season
Steve Seaton

Tinsel, gifts and present wrap
Confront your puzzled gaze.
Confused, you think, “But there’s been no gap
Since our summer holidays…”
Relaxed and tanned, back home at last
After holidays to remember,
Displays in shops leave you aghast
And vex your nice calm temper.
‘Yuletide Logs’ and Christmas gifts
And bargains scream at you.
“Buy, purchase, spend, for your soul uplifts
When you part with a grand or two.”
You say, “Hang on, I may be wrong,
But ain’t Christmas in December?”
“You shallow fool, why don’t you know
Festive season starts in September!”
If Christmas keeps on moving back
Through the months, by week and day
We’ll need poor Santa filling sacks
In the merry month of ….May.
And so my friends, revolt, let’s strike
Let’s shout a scornful jeer
Fight capitalists’ greed, “Oi!! On your bikes
No Christmas till NEW YEAR!”
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Writers’ Block
Tina Shaw

Will Christmas stop my writers’ block?
Will ’23 be good for me?
I’ll hang my stocking to end the blocking.
I’ll hang my sock and paper chain
And then then maybe I’ll write again.

VERACITY

TURKEY AT CHRISTMAS
M Le Messurier

Two days before Christmas
Granny checks her fridge full of turkey and veg

Decorations UP
Heating UP

Presents WRAPPED
Heart FULL of love

Ping – an email from her family
“CHANGE OF PLAN – SEE YOU FEBRUARY”

With a heart emoji

Feeling locked out and living in a ‘turn-key’ flat,
She empties contents of her fridge

Ready to donate to the Food Bank Box
Pulls decorations DOWN

Turns heating DOWN
Expectations DOWN

She locks UP
And, clutching her passport,
Books a last-minute break

to Turkey.

NO WAY BACK?
Wendy Turner

What does it mean for us, now?
A journey
A star
A baby

Have we drifted so far away
From the mysterious and sublime
That we no longer connect
Or need to see?

Are the dreams, the visions,
Midnight alive with celestial song
Not for us in this smart technological age
Where we Google to find the answers?

From this secular place
Rolling ever further from the stable door,
Can we re-live a birth so far from home
And among strangers?

Or stand in awe of the Universe
Rolling into perfect alignment
Creating a blinding starburst and posting
God's message across the night sky?

And Heaven's open hand sweeping aside
Man's puny purposes
Bringing into focus a bare outhouse
Cattle trodden straw

And creaking timbers, admitting glimpses
Of dazzling brightness through its shrunken beams
With whistling wind
And a girl and baby sleeping.
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Everyday Christmas
Sam Rostom

Sparkles, baubles, bluster and cheer,
Mince pies, cheeseboards, its that time of year

People all filled with joy and delight,
Neighbours and friends all gathered tight

Kindness and generosity take centre stage
All are prepared to turn a new page

To forgive and forget, appreciate our blessings
Remember our fortune, hearts acquiescing

Humanity’s true beauty comes into season
Blooming with joy for our world, without reason

Sharing and caring, we light each other up
Like Christmas trees, with decking full up

But in corners and crevices, cold can creep in
Those months of the year where cheer is not in,

Impatience, greed and a lack of compassion
Can rear up, devour us, in ugly refashion

So this Christmas we’d like to last all the year
To promise we won’t use up our cheer

And always show love, kindness and generosity
And in each and every day we remember our humanity.

A “Top of The Pops” Gift List
Mandy Carter

I don’t know what a sable is - but I think I need just three
And I don’t know how to care for them but three French hens, yes please!
Please don’t forget the gift vouchers, the ones to feed the world
Does good will to all men come gift wrapped? With ribbons nicely curled?
I demand some figgy pudding, with lashings of thick cream
A sprig of mistletoe with wine - now that’s the perfect team
I really want some holly, so my hall is properly decked
And a tree to rock and roll around – to make the day perfect!
A wrapped heart with a sweet love letter, that I won’t just give away
If Santa brings me all these gifts – what a joyous Christmas Day!
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Valerio and Colette
Cécile Keen

DISCLAIMER:
References to fictional Shakespearian characters or 
otherwise, are purely and utterly intentional.

Two households, both alike in dignity,
On the Christmas tree, display their beauty.
Their grudge lay in ornamental quality,
About their worthy origin, always they disagree.
Every year sees the old hatred recurring:
Of our special tree, who is more deserving?
The Bought-In-Outlet, all bijou and new,
Or the Home-Produced, all crafty and glue?
But Valerio, the shiny soldier, his truelove has found.
To Colette, the child-drawn milkmaid, his heart is bound.
Will the ancient rage finally go cold?
Or the famous tale, again, be sadly retold?
Today, no star-cross’d lover will lose its life,
For pudding only, are reserved rum potion and knife.
It’s Christmas, no need for any strife,
The Angel on the top has made them husband and wife.
To Valerio and Colette, now out of danger,
Especially to the little one in the manger,
Raise your glass, and drink you must,
Wishing you all “Merry Christmas”!

A Call to Christmas
Jane Palmer

A peel of bells tumbles o’er and o’er,
Moon-spun mist cloaks the tower.
Red-faced ringers join red-robed singers ...
... at the knell of the bell.

A solo ascends in the clerestory,
“Once in Royal David’s City.”

Here tonight, a new choir sing
And the sound of joy and re-birth rings
.. with glory ...
But down in the dell, it’s a different story.

At the knell of the bell, there’s a shifting of leaves,
Cold bedding collected by the man who grieves.
Given-Up-Gruffy sleeps in a bag,
Holed-up, out-of-sight of those who say he’s mad.

From the porch, the light of a torch,
Antlers and eyes on a Christmas jumper,
Loomed into the trees, near Gruffy’s bumper
Fine mat of ivy on builders’ sack ...

With Gruffy, himself, curled up at the back!

“There’s room at our inn,” a kind voice said ...
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Making Memories at Christmas
Katharine Riordan

Crib service in church, childhood delight
A hoar frosted walk to see all the lights

Sprinkle reindeer food onto the snow
Small innocent faces agog and aglow

To bed finally and downstairs we creep
Making memories, forever to keep

Woken so early, and always by dawn
Virtuous wonder, from our beds we are torn

Mountains of wrapping litter the floor
Batteries, eek! Must we visit the store?

The pigs- in-blankets are always gobbled first
A friendly argument: is Christmas pudding the worst?

Noisy toys; flashing sounds and hazards
A bloated walk full of cheer and swagger

Contented sticky faces finally asleep
Grown-ups time! Bring on the cheese feast!

An old film from the eighties yet we still watch in awe
A board game or two to make the men roar

Cuddle up to each other, hold loved ones tight
How fortunate we are this holy Christmas night

Unfortunately, Father Christmas 
won’t be delivering gifts this year
Phil Mitchell

As Mrs Christmas milked a reindeer,
It kicked her in the head.
Her husband found her in the snow,
Very nearly dead.
The elves nursed her back to health.
Soon she was fit and well,
But on a walk to build her strength,
Down a ravine she fell.
The elves winched her out again
And Father Christmas came.
He warmed her by the fireplace,
But her blanket caught aflame.
When she was extinguished
And absolutely soaked,
He fed sweet treats to cheer her,
But on a pie, she choked.
Father Christmas gave the Heimlich.
Out came a piece of pie.
It rebounded off their cottage walls
And took out both her eyes.
So, Father Christmas will stay at home
Until his wife regains her sight,
And he won’t be delivering presents
On this Christmas Eve night.

Congratulations to Phil on 
his winning entry for which 
he won the ultimate prize of 

a Christmas pudding.
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Writing a Book Series
by Lesley Eames

VERACITY

After writing four standalone
novels - The Runaway Women
in London, The Brighton Guest
House Girls, The Orphan Twins
and The Wartime Singers - I am
now writing my first book
series. The Wartime Bookshop
series is set in World War II in
the fictional Hertfordshire
village of Churchwood. Book 1
was published by Tansworld in
October and both Book 2 and
Book 3 are due to be published
in 2023 (already open for pre-
orders!).

My first book - The Runaway
Women in London - was told
through the perspectives of
four characters, ‘owning’ the
chapters in strict rotation.
While this gave all four
characters equal billing, it was
technically challenging as each

character needed to have their
story moved forward in the
chapters ‘owned’ by the others
as well as their own.

For my second book - The
Brighton Guest House Girls - I
reduced the lead characters to
three but maintained the
pattern of rotating the chapters
between their perspectives.
Three characters were easier to
handle than four but still
challenging.

My third book - The Orphan
Twins - was told through a
single voice only. So too was my
fourth book - The Wartime
Singers. Single voice narration
was even easier to handle in
some ways although it has its
limitations as it prevents direct
access to the thoughts and
feelings of other characters.

For my new series I decided to
revert to three voices as I
wanted the extra scope that
multiple voices allow. I am not
keeping to a strict rotation of
chapters between them,
however. Occasionally, one of
the characters owns two
consecutive characters as this
makes for better plot and
character development.

All three lead characters feature
in all three books. While my
standalone books each built to

a final climax within a single
story, a series presents
additional challenges in the
form of needing to ensure that:

• each lead character has
enough story in them to
last for all three books

• each book provides a
satisfying ending for all
three lead characters.

The wartime setting means it’s
important to work period detail
into the stories. This detail
includes the impact of the war
on the home front - rationing,
for example. As at least some of
you will know, rationing was
introduced gradually and the
stories have to reflect this
timetable.

Developments in the war also
have to be factored-in as some
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developments impact on both
the plots and the characters. All
three books therefore have to
be hung on the timeframe of
the war.

Writing a series also involves
bearing in mind that not all
readers will come to the later
books having read the earlier
one(s). A tightrope has
therefore to be walked in the
later books between the
readers who need an
introduction to the characters,
setting and back story, and the
readers who are already in the
know and might be bored by
lengthy re-telling of old
material. Ideally, the
introduction is short enough to
keep old readers engaged while
intriguing and engaging new
readers enough to make them
want to go back and read the
earlier book(s) as prequals.

Record keeping is particularly
important when writing a
series, especially one like The
Wartime Bookshop which is a
set in a community of
supporting and minor
characters who may appear in

all three books. Continuity over
their appearances, situations,
personalities and ways of
speaking has to be maintained
throughout.

On the other hand, freshness is
important too. Each book needs
to bring something new to the
party - new characters, new
situations ... Unless each book
is a lively, satisfying read in its
own right, old readers may feel
the series has grown stale while
new readers will not be
motivated to read the earlier
book(s).

Editing a series can be tricky
too. Editing one book while
writing another about the same
characters and setting can be
confusing! It’s also important to
remember the position of each
character along their individual
characters arcs. For example, a
character may have gained
confidence by Book 2, having
lacked it for most of Book 1. If
editing Book 1 at the same time
as writing Book 2, it’s vital to
bear in mind that the Book 1
character should continue to
reflect their original self and

not the person they have
become in Book 2.

Although writing a series brings
challenges, it also offers much
in the way of satisfaction as it’s
possible to dig deep into the
characters and stay with them
over an extended period of
time. I love writing about my
three lead characters and enjoy
the cast of supporting and
minor characters who feed into
their lives. Naturally, I hope
readers will love them too and
keep coming back for more.

Also by 
Lesley 
Eames…
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Merry Christmas
by JL Merrow

The still of the lonely woods was broken by a pitter-patter of droplets, one falling heavily on her
shoulder. At first Carol thought the swaddling mist had turned to rain.

“That’s not rain.” Mum’s tone was warm and familiar: fond, if exasperated. “That’s the mist,
condensing on the trees. What did they teach you at that university of yours?”

“Maths,” she replied absently. Mum was right: there were dark vertical tracks on the trees, where
water had dribbled down the bark. Overhead, droplets hung like diamonds on the few remaining
leaves, too stubborn to fall. It was as if the trees were crying, but what did they have to cry about? At
least they had each other. “Christmas is a hard time to be alone,” she whispered.

Mum’s voice turned bracing. “Better alone than with someone who treats you like he did. I warned
you about him.”

“I know. You were right, Mum. I wish I’d listened.” Carol shivered in her long woollen coat. Her breath
didn’t fog, in this saturated air, but the skin on her face felt tight and her fingers ached in her leather
gloves.

“It’ll freeze tonight,” Mum said.

Carol didn’t doubt it. The path ended as the woodland did, abruptly, at a narrow lane. The church
spire, barely visible in its misty shroud, was a welcome landmark.

“Come on, you know the way blindfold.” Mum’s voice spurred her on.

After a brisk walk down the lane, Carol crossed the quiet road to the church and passed through the
lych-gate. She trod gingerly on the churchyard path formed of gravestones of the long-forgotten, their
faces worn illegible and slippery with damp and moss. At the back of the church, in a patch sparsely
populated with bare mounds and wooden crosses, she laid her holly wreath upon the grave, the
words upon its marker chiselled sharp and clear: Elinor Wray, beloved mother.

“Merry Christmas, Mum.”

VERACITY

JL Merrow is that rare beast, an English person who refuses to drink tea. She
writes (mostly) contemporary gay romance and mysteries, and is frequently
accused of humour. Her best-known works include the Plumber’s Mate Mystery
series and standalone novel Muscling Through. Her latest novel, Face Blind, is
available in ebook and paperback: Amazon | Riptide

Find JL Merrow online at: https://jlmerrow.com/, on Twitter as @jlmerrow, and
on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/jl.merrow

https://mybook.to/FaceBlind
https://riptidepublishing.com/products/face-blind
https://jlmerrow.com/
http://www.facebook.com/jl.merrow
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Christmas Crenativity Play
by Phil Mitchell

Everyone has a Christmas story to tell, whether it’s funny or sad, or something
your family has vowed never to mention again. And there are countless (perhaps
too many?) books, TV programmes and films featuring Christmas. So, why not get
inspired by the Christmas season and write something Christmassy of your own?

People mostly want cosy, heart-warming tales to get them in the Christmas spirit,
but don’t let that stop you writing We Wish You a Bloody Xmas or Santa’s
Slaughterfest because you can write about Christmas in any genre. For example,
crime (someone’s stolen the Christmas cake!), romance (a couple fall in love at a
Christmas Cake making masterclass), and, of course, horror (a Christmas cake
made of people’s sawn-off faces). Christmas is a bizarre time already, so you can be
as imaginative as you like, there are no restrictions. Have fun!

There are plenty of places where you can find inspiration at Christmas. The best
Christmas film ever is Elf starring Will Ferrell as Buddy the Elf. If you disagree,
unfortunately, you’re most definitely wrong. I’ve been willing to fight friends and
relatives over this, which nicely demonstrates that Christmas is a time of powerful
emotions—and writers should take note. Christmas is a perfect opportunity to

VERACITY

study human nature. As family and friends gather into
a single, compact home, notice the fights, the
laughter, the joy, the tears. Notice the things that
aren’t said but given away by subtle glances or
changes in posture. See how alcohol breaks down
barriers. Notice the chaos of children unwrapping
presents, and the peace of the post-dinner slump.
These little details, these insights into human nature,
will find use in your writing.

Yes, it’s mostly dark and cold outside, but put on your
warm coat and bobble hat and the Christmas period is
a great time to explore the outside. There are no
flowers, or leaves on the trees, but bark’s nice, right?
So much bark! Take a good look at the bark, the
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patterns, it’s gnarled, rough textures. Stroke it. Lovely bark.
And you can kick rotting leaves, and slide in mud, and feel
the freezing rain on your face making you feel alive (but
maybe not for much longer unless you get inside and dry
off). But that aside, you can observe winter and use it in
your writing to great effect, whether for setting the bleak
scene for your dystopian drama or frozen wasteland fantasy.

If you have children in the house at Christmas time, it can be
a great workout for your creative muscles. Have fun making
up any old nonsense, and they’ll love it. Tell the kids about
the time when Father Christmas came down the chimney

VERACITY

and burnt his bottom, or more excitingly how Rudolph ate too many carrots and
was sick down someone’s chimney and then Santa had to go down the chimney
and he was covered in carrot sick and that made him feel sick and he threw up
mince pies and brandy all over someone’s Christmas tree and then their cat licked
Santa's vomit and so on and so on. And while making the children laugh/confusing
their tiny minds, something might capture your imagination and find its way into
your work.

‘The best way to spread Christmas cheer is singing loud for all to hear,’ said Buddy
the Elf in the best Christmas film of all time. We’re assaulted in the shops by
Christmas music from September and that must be because all of us appreciate
Christmas music most of the year round. So if you’re musically inspired by the
Christmas hits, why not put your wordsmithing to good use by writing the next
great Christmas sing-a-long? The song can be about anything, really. Just slot the
word Christmas in there somewhere. Or don’t even bother with the word
Christmas and just refer to cold things. Well known ‘Christmas’ songs like Jingle
Bells and Let it Snow have zero reference to Christmas in the lyrics.

People also love a bit of poetry at Christmas, especially if it rhymes, and is funny or
sickeningly heart-warming. Why not write one on scraps of discarded wrapping
paper after a few sherries (a tried and tested way of finding inspiration) and then
read it out at the end of the day. People will love it. Excellent subjects for poetry
include Christmas puddings, reindeers, and turkeys.

Anyway, I hope you find some sort of inspiration for your writing this holiday
season. I wish you a creative Christmas and an imaginative new year.
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What We’re Reading 
(and What We Think!)

Robert Paterson is reading… Cold Comfort
Farm by Stella Gibbons.
It’s a tongue-in-cheek drama about a lady
named Flora Poste who tries to even out her
straightened circumstances by going to live on
the Sussex farm run by her distant
relatives. She ends out sorting out their lives
just as much as her own. A rather light read
whose dry, eccentric humour is typical of
1930’s novels. It’s not as overtly funny as PG
Wodehouse, but satisfying enough for people
who like amusing books.

Steve Barley is reading… Utterly Brilliant! My Life’s Journey by
Timmy Mallett.
It’s his entertaining and surprisingly moving autobiography as
he shares his journey through TV stardom, cycling the El
Camino de Santiago and his passion for art. Well worth a read.
I bought this after following him on Twitter more recently as
he cycled round mainland Britain’s coastline, meeting people
and painting along the way. He comes across as an intelligent,
engaging and witty chap who grabs at life’s positives even in
the face of sadness.

VERACITY

Tina Shaw is reading… Warlight, by Michael
Ondaatje (the author of The English Patient).
This is not my usual genre, although it is difficult
to categorise it into any particular genre. It
gripped me straight away due to the quality of his
writing, and is from the perspective of a teenage
boy whose mother is absent. It metamorphoses
into a spy thriller-definitely a good read.

25
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Sam Ellis is reading... Oliver Twist
by Charles Dickens.

Judith Foster is (re)reading… The Criminal Conversation of
Mrs Norton by Diane Atkinson.
A nineteenth century horror-story of marital oppression.
Women will read it with gratitude to the courageous
women who struggled to establish some rights for married
women, and those who still do.

VERACITY

Anne Ellis is reading… The Tomb of the Golden
Bird by Elizabeth Peters, which is the final book
in her Amelia Peabody mystery series, set in
Egypt from the late 1800s to the 1920s – this
final book taking place around the discovery of
Tutankhamun’s tomb almost exactly 100 years
ago in November 1922. The whole series is jolly
good fun, largely due to the character of Amelia
Peabody herself, an extremely strong-willed and
resourceful late Victorian Egyptologist.

Phil Mitchell is reading… Chouette by Claire Oshetsky. The
algorithm on Goodreads recommended this book to me based on
previous reading, and the recommendation was spot on. I like a
weird book, and this story of a woman giving birth to an owl baby
ticked my boxes. It’s a dark book—there’s no happy ending here.
It’s a beautifully told, emotional read with great sadness and
humour. Chouette, the owl baby, can be understood as an allegory
for a special needs child, and the book describes the difficulties
faced by a caring mother who loves the child as it is, when others
want to fix the owl baby to make it “normal”. This book won’t be
for everyone, but I loved it.

What would Christmas time be without a
Dickens? This is the classic tale of an orphan boy
dealt a nasty hand by fate. As a ‘classic’ I had
many preconceptions about it (spoiler: Nancy
doesn’t actually distract Bill by a rousing chorus
of Oom-pah-pah…), but it’s a real page-turner as
well as a horrifying glimpse into the past.
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2022 Writer’s Block/2023?
by Tina Shaw

This past year I have lacked the inclination to undertake much
writing. Having finished a novel at the end of last year I waited for
inspiration for a new topic. So far it hasn’t arrived.

I wonder if the past experiences which previously motivated me have
now played out, since novel writing was my way of integrating and
coping with these experiences. This is not to say that nothing new is
happening to me, nor even that some of these new experiences are
not emotionally significant, but they are perhaps, to new and raw for
me to yet be ready to commit them to print. So I have used the past
twelve months to enter VW competitions- thank goodness for the
motivation they provide- and for writing the odd non-fiction articles
for minor, or in house publications. Does it matter? Well, only if it
matters to me, since writing for me is a hobby rather than a source of
income.

Some common causes of writers’ block are said to be self- doubt, lack of creative ideas, lack of time,
constant distraction, poor health. I really can’t blame any of the latter three reasons, but there may
be an element of self-doubt somewhere in the mix. Clearly, I need to win a VW competition to boost
my morale.

As for the next twelve months, well who knows. I see no signs of another novel germinating, but the
possibility of seeing my work in print still tempts me, so organisations and internal magazines with
only very limited circulations which are eager for copy, along with VW competitions, may be the
height of my ambitions for 2023.

My daughter once asked me if there was anything in my life that I wished I had done. Getting a series
on TV about Social Work came my answer. Despite Sam’s workshop in the New Year on script writing,
I do not expect to fulfil this particular ambition.
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Salty Orange
Cecile Keen’s winning entry to the 2022 President’s Competition on the theme of ‘orange’.

Aya wanted Orange to not…; no, Aya needed Orange to not be salty anymore. She needed Orange to
taste how Allah had intended it: juicy of joy and sweet with summer and light. She needed Orange to
capture the eye with its reliable honest round shape. Above all, she needed Orange to be free of cries
and sound safe and peaceful again.

Here she was in her very first proper home in England chosen for no other reason than its modest
sun-facing garden and its small inviting conservatory where flowers and plants would be treasured
and grow undisturbed. Aya had not bought a bed yet, this could wait; she felt no emergency for
luxury. Had she not slept in the past on much worse than a fluffy clean and warm carpet? Had she
not woken up from little sleep to more ominous sounds than the radiator clicking away its trapped
bubbles of air? An opulent bed and a pretty quilt had simply no priority on her to-buy list.

Unpredictably, Aya’s first shopping trip had been to the garden centre where she had headed
promptly to the citrus tree area. Straight away, she had fallen in love with a calamondin orange tree.
The foliage remains throughout the year and therefore when fruits emerge, they dot the lush green
with vibrant orange spots just like it was right then.

“The tree will live perfectly well planted in a bigger container” had advised the shop assistant.

Thus, that was Aya’s second purchase. It did not
take her long to select the perfect pot although
her choice of maritime theme had taken her by
surprise. If you had asked Aya beforehand what
colour she was going to pick for the pot, blue
would have been categorically out of question:
why would she want her new tree of life to even
look like it was drowning its feet in water?

But this particular pot was a stunning idyllic
blue; the blue you find when the sky reflects its
perfection in the sea; the Greek postcard type
of ocean blue that contrasts white and azure so
flawlessly that it forecasts only warm joyous
times. It had nothing in common at all with the
northern grey greenish water that Aya had to
endure and somehow stay alive in after the
small orange dinghy had capsized during the
doomed Channel crossing in the summer almost
a year ago.
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This pot was exactly right for Aya.
The artistically and cleverly
arranged mosaic tiles reminded her
of the Kandahar mosque in
southwest Afghanistan. The nautical
motifs and geometric designs
alternating blue and gold fused
together to create whimsical
patterns that mesmerised
worshippers. Like them, Aya had
enjoyed their beauty and many a
time had to be dragged away from
admiring them by her mother who
ushered her along after prayer. Now
though, no one could marvel at
their splendour: the BBC news had
reported the mosque had been
destroyed recently by yet another
bomb attack.

Aya paused and thought for a moment. She was certain of her choice: it was the most magnificent
and joyful Blue.

Now Orange would just have to follow its lead.

Aya went through the till and walked to the bus stop. The trip back to the house on the bus had been
a challenge. The tree together with the pot made a cumbersome baggage, not easy to manoeuvre up
and down the steps. But her unusual companion attracted only lovely smiles and friendly offers of
help. No questions were asked about the absence of a male chaperone nor about the purpose of her
trip. After the third stop, a couple of teenage girls in school uniform came on and sat opposite her.
The girls were laughing freely at a funny kitten video on their phones. When one of them asked Aya
spontaneously: “Would you like to see, Miss?” she watched it and beamed at the girls in response;
only then did Aya realise she hadn’t been chastised for not disguising her smile.

It had taken some time for Aya to enjoy freedom without fear despite the fact she was the one who
had sought liberty and had suffered immeasurably throughout a long treacherous journey to reach it.

What else could she have done though? When the Taliban took over, she knew she would have no
place in the world of work as a teacher and no place in society as a young unmarried woman. Within
days, she had been approached by the man newly in charge of the town for a marital arrangement to
be concluded without delay. She had not been asked anything, her opinion was of no relevance. She
had merely been told the date of the event. Her parents had been powerless in trying to stop the
oncoming marriage so Aya accepted the money they had saved. When she absconded in the secrecy
of the night with her parents’ blessing, she was carrying their dreams of a better life for her. It had
been so hard to walk out of the front door and not cry.
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Never would she have imagined she had so much strength within her. She had found her energy and
will to carry on each step thanks to the memories of her past when Orange had been nothing less
than wonderful: the sunrise on the hills; the locally made marmalade they enjoyed together at
breakfast; cinnamon and orange joss sticks burnt at Eid; grandma’s tapestry hanging in the hallway;
mum’s silky soft chador she loved to play with; the picture little Ali had drawn for her at school with
the only pen he had, that happened to be orange; the family holiday trip to the orange orchards in
the Nangarhar province; the deliciously warm jalebi served at her cousin’s wedding. Aya had been
blessed: there had been so much Orange in her life, so much warmth, brightness and optimism.

That is why it had been all immensely confusing when she and her fellow travellers
found themselves in the sea, screaming desperately for help. The boat as well as every
single lifejacket had been orange, a very bright orange in fact. Of all the colours in the
rainbow, Orange was the best colour to trust and rely on, a colour capable of shielding
you from anything. It was the colour of protection and had always been faithful to its
pledges. If loyal to its purpose, it was supposed to hold them together, it was supposed
to take them to freedom and it was supposed to keep them alive. How come Orange
got all muddled up and suddenly only cried pixels of desperation? How come Orange

was entangled between the blackness of the sky and the abyss of the sea? As Aya was floating she
could see oranges around her but at the same time she tasted a strange saltiness in her mouth. Salty
orange? It made no sense at all! Aya had to concentrate hard to stay awake but it was increasingly
difficult to fight the cold. Where was this phenomenal cold coming from? Her mind was so murky, her
thoughts so cloudy. She had tried to focus on counting the fruits gliding nearby but every time she
started the count again, a few of the orange blobs had disappeared. Why? Where had they gone? Aya
understood nothing of what was happening. It was incomprehensible, had no meaning. She could not
find an explanation for any of it. Closing her eyes was so much easier, no more colours to look at. As
she was losing consciousness, she felt something lifting her up. From then on, she could not recall
much of the rest of the trip to land, whether shape, taste or colour.

Standing in the conservatory of her new home, Aya’s mind was perfectly clear. She took the time to
remember her first few days in the Dover refugee centre. Despite the obsessive washes with the
fruity shampoo given by the volunteers, Aya kept smelling a persistent rotting algae stench in her hair
for days and weeks. But gradually she did regain energy and discovered the country she was living in.
It seemed such a long time ago yet still almost palpable.

As her thoughts faded away, Aya sat by the calamondin orange tree.
She caressed the leaves and the fruits gingerly, with all the
gentleness and love overflowing from her heart that had travelled
with her from her previous life. She hugged the pot so that her
sorrow could be absorbed by the soil which would know how to
regenerate it year after year into life; a life that builds its strength on
former seasons, grounded into unspeakable grief but also growing
into powerful branches of hope and promises for what is to come.

Looking at the maturing fruits she would soon be able to taste, Aya
knew Orange had not died. Aya was confident. Orange will be sweet
again.
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The Lisbeth Phillips Competition
2022
by Wendy Turner

Emotional stories about the trek from some kind of darkness towards light were deeply moving, especially
where the end was unknown at the time and huge personal risks taken. Likewise accounts of overcoming the
past and dealing with current crises. Some stories gave us a very enjoyable smile along the way.

In first place we selected The Journey to Forgiveness by Sam Rostom. A mum-to-be risks everything she has
built up over the years, to meet her estranged father. It's a moving account of how she bravely grits her teeth
and faces an unknown situation.

In second place was Fight or Flight by Sam Ellis, setting out how the author overcomes his fear of flying after a
traumatic flight in a violent storm. Recognising his own emotional brick wall, he is prepared to embrace a
previously unexplored path to get himself back on track.

In third place was The journey I thought I’d never make by Steve Seaton. A young man finds himself studying
Law at Bristol. It's not his choice but it's expected of him, and he discovers that he detests everything about it.
His dilemma is how to deal with the situation, but that comes in an unexpected way. He learns to do what you
can about where you are in life, and to take the positives from any situation.

Our lovely gnome de plume was won by Sam Ellis with his pseudonym Russel Leaves.

Well done and thank you to all who entered. Our non-fiction competition is tough but, as you can see, our
wonderful VW members are more than up to it.

There were thirteen entries for our annual non-fiction
competition. The brief was ’the journey I thought I’d never
make.’ It produced a wide range of entries describing real
journeys, emotional and spiritual journeys, the journey of
discovering your own true values, how we cope with being
pitched into something unexpected, willingness to reach out to
the unconventional, and even a trek to discover the perfect
marmalade!

My co-conspirator Yvonne Moxley kept us focused on the near-
impossible task of grading them which, in my view, is far more
difficult in a non-fiction competition as they were all more than
worthy in their own way. It came down to how the criteria was
met, how the story was told and, of course, the writing. Yvonne
and I planned to choose our top five separately and were
surprised to see that we had both chosen the same four, with
one other to discuss. Likewise, when choosing our top three, we
selected the same stories, albeit not quite in the same order.
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I’m feeling like a fraud right now. A little over a year
ago I joined Verulam Writers after finally realising
that the itch I’d been desperately avoiding
scratching was actually my desire to write
creatively.

Joining a group who shared in this fascination and
enjoyment of the written word seemed like a no-
brainer. I’d be inspired, receive helpful critique, make
friends and advance my writing skills (and maybe
even find a way to create a new career from this love
of writing). What I didn’t realise is that whilst I have
been writing – seemingly competently – for several
decades now, I actually know (or remember) very
little about the rules of writing and the use of the
English language.

So this series of articles is going to be about my
bumbling through my newly discovered writing
journey; raising questions about punctuation,
grammar and format – and wondering why I can’t
seem to recall learning anything about adverbs,
nouns or the Oxford comma. Oh, and I might provide
some challenge to the preconceived ideas about
what “proper” writing is.

*   *   *

I don’t suppose I’m alone when I say I can’t really
remember how I learnt to write – sure I vaguely recall
those special Berol handwriting pens – or the funny
grips that could be slid down a pencil to make sure
your fingers were in the right position whilst tackling
cursive handwriting. I certainly remember the
scrawling mess I made as I tentatively etched my
name on a thousand works of finger-painted art
(mainly because every now and then, my mother
fishes one of my earlier artistic efforts out of the loft).
I can also vividly recall Spanish GCSE language
lessons, where verbs and tenses would be drilled into
us on a weekly basis (a pointless exercise as all I can
manage to say now is “two ham sandwiches and a
beer please”). But I can’t remember a single time
when, in any kind of English class, I was taught about

what an adjective, proper noun or adverb actually
was (even now, I’m pretty sure that I only know what
a pro-noun is because the important part it plays in
the conversation about gender identity - but I really
can’t wait to see if other social issues are going to be
the reason that I learn about what a subordinating
conjunction is).

‘Love, love is a verb. Love is a doing word’ famously
sang Massive Attack and there are times when I wish
they had created a whole series of songs around
language as some kind of learning aid. These types of
songs do exist - specifically targeted at children on
YouTube - and I have dropped down that cheery and
saccharine hole in the name of research (ok yes -
actually in the name of my own self learning) and
now my head is full of the most random song lyrics
(when it really should be filled with festive Christmas
classics).

I am definitely in a better place in my understanding
than when I started writing this piece - and I suspect
that just by reading through dictionary definitions
and listening to raps by MC Grammar, the lessons on
language I MUST have sat through have been dug out
of the back part of my brain where I store all the
knowledge and information that I class as “stuff you
just know”. I guess I do have one question still. Does
it matter that I don’t fully know how to describe each
of these components of language? After all, I’m
managing to write and express coherent sentences. I
don’t think anyone has ever pulled me aside at work
and informed me that my use of adjectives in my
emails is overzealous (and if they ever do, I’ll admit
that it’s my attempt to make payroll and employment
contracts sound more exciting). I think it’s far more
important that I know for times when my writing is
critiqued - so I can respond and adjust accordingly.
But if there is a time when I don’t understand, then I
just need to pull on my big girl pants and admit it -
and in my head repeat the appropriate MC Grammar
rap. All together now – ‘When I say noun, you say
name, place, thing. When I say noun, you say name,
place, thing.’

Mandy Carter – On Writing
by Mandy Carter
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You set your stories in St Albans. What is it
about St Albans that you find so inspiring?

St Albans is such a beautiful place, it’s hard to
imagine anything dark taking place. It’s the
perfect place to set books with bodies buried in
lakes, or have someone fall mysteriously from
the cathedral tower. I’ve really enjoyed exploring
its darker history, or imagining a seedier side.

You state on your website that you’re surprised
at how stories turn out differently than
originally planned. Tell us more!

There’s a theory in writing circles that you are
either a pantser – a fly by the seat of your pants
writer; or a plotter. I’m definitely a pantser. I start
with an idea, but I find that any initial planning
can be turned on its head in a flash. I recently
finished a book that began with one murderer,
but I realised half way through it actually had
been someone else entirely.

Under the Ice is not only set in St Albans, but
during Christmas. What is it about Christmas
that inspires you?

I love Christmas! However, a few years ago when
my children were babies, St Albans ground to a
halt with huge amounts of snow. The trains
stopped, it was hard taking the buggy out – I
realised how claustrophobic the winter can be.
Under The Ice began that week – certainly the
idea for the story anyway. Claustrophobia from
the weather, in-laws staying, the long meals –
Christmas is a time for joy, but it can also be
something to endure, for some people. Perfect
for a crime!

Crime can be a difficult genre. How do you
manage with it?

I didn’t set out to write crime novels. I set out to
explore characters. I find crime helps hang
everything together. Readers understand the
genre – the idea of a list of suspects and a
murder. However, in my novels I’ve looked at the
impact of suicide, mental health, the treatment
of women, the modern-day slave trade – all
within the structure of crime novel. I find the
genre incredibly freeing.

The BIG Interview… 
Rachael Blok

Sam Ellis interviews Rachael Blok, author of Under the Ice, Into the Fire, The Scorched Earth and more.

There’s a theory in 
writing circles that you 
are either a pantser – a 
fly by the seat of your 

pants writer; or a 
plotter. I’m definitely a 

pantser.
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Do you have a ‘writing process’?

I aim to write 2,000 words a day. I’m not strict
about it, as some days are easier than others.
Sometimes I’m researching, sometimes I’m
planning or editing. However, it takes me about
four months to write a first draft. Six months in
total before I’ll send it to my editor, as I will need
to redraft. I usually stop around the middle –
about 30 or 40k – then I tend to hack at what
I’ve got until the shape of the story feels clean.
Then I’m in a good position to finish the novel.

What projects are you currently working on?

I’ve spent today editing. I’m on a pre-Christmas
deadline for my next book, Five Nights. Once
that’s in, then I’ll start the next book. I’m half
way through one project, I just need to go back
over it. I’m at the hacking stage!

What happens in a typical day?

I drop the kids off at school and do the dog walk,
then I write 2,000 words. I often have a few
meetings each week, some on zoom, some in
London. Around publication day there is a lot of
press to do, and I speak at various events every
month. Each year there are also a number of
writing festivals I speak at, and this involves a bit
of travel.

What is your writing ambition?

Does it go without saying that I’ve already
planned an Oscar dress for when a novel
is featuring at the awards? I don’t think
you can be too ambitious! I’ve been very
lucky so far – so much to be grateful for.

Does writing energise or exhaust you?

Both. A good scene can give you a buzz

like nothing else. But some days the words are
tricky, and sometimes you know something isn’t
working.

Do you have any writing mentors, and if so who
are they, and what are some of the most
valuable lessons you have learned from them?

I did a Curtis Brown 3-month writing course,
which was hugely helpful with editing. The tutors
helped me look at my work as a reader, instead
of a writer. I think this was the most valuable
lesson I’ve ever been taught. I would recommend
the course. My tutor was Louise Wener.

What’s the best money you’ve ever spent as a
writer?

The day my first book came out I drank
champagne. That was an excellent use of money!
More practically, I bought a split keyboard to
help out with aching wrists. I’m very careful
about using it. Typing can be a killer on your
arms.

…I drank champagne. That was an 
excellent use of money!
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What is ‘success’ for you?

Success is such an ever moving marker. I thought
I’d be happy once I’d found an agent; then a
publisher. Then I couldn’t believe I was holding
my book. Seeing it in a bookshop was a huge
moment. Then I had some lovely reviews in
broadsheet newspapers and I thought that was it!
Now I’m looking forward to wearing that Oscar
dress. Really, I’m just lucky to have a publishing
deal, and know with some certainty that I have
another book coming out. You can’t say much
better than that.

What was your favourite book as a child?

Middlemarch, but much earlier than that, I loved
Little Women. And even earlier, I couldn’t get
enough of Mildred Hubble in The Worst Witch.

Do you have a favourite saying or quote, and if
so, what is it?

I tell myself I’ve got this. I said this before my first
big public speaking event, my first book launch. I
say this when I think the book is awful and I
wonder if it’s worth carrying on. I’ve got this –
just do the work.

What is your one luxury item you couldn’t do
without?

Candles when I’m writing in the winter and it’s
dark and freezing cold. I go through one every
month or so.

Who do you most admire and why?

So many people! I can never get over the talent of
Margaret Attwood. I saw Maya Angelou speak
once and I was in floods of tears. Agatha Christie
knocked it out of the park. There are so many
amazing women out there.

What is your idea of a good night?

Right now? It’s so cold – the sofa and a good
book! I do have a lovely, glamourous author party
to go to next week though, and I have a dress I’m
looking forward to wearing! There will be lots of
authors there, and mulled wine. It will be noisy,
chatty and I can’t wait.

Tell us something we won’t know about you.

I make excellent baked cheesecake.

What did you want to be when you were
growing up?

Obviously, a writer, but also a barrister. I spent a
week doing a law degree before I switched to
literature, realising the law was not for me!

Who would play you in a
film of your life story and
why?

That’s too hard. I have no
idea! I’d love to think
someone as glamorous as
Rachel Weiss, but I’m sure
she’d have a million other
better offers!
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Best and worst jobs you’ve had?

I used to be an English teacher in a London
comprehensive and I loved it. Worst job ever was
in a biscuit factory. I thought the smell of
chocolate was lovely on the first day, but it made
me heave by the end of the week.

Who or what is the greatest love of your life?

My children.

When were you happiest?

I’m pretty happy right now.

What is your worst trait?

I arrive far too early at airports. I hate being late,
but then my family get really bored.

Which five people (living or dead) would you
invite to your dream dinner party?

George Eliot/Mary Ann Evans; Jane Austen; Joni
Mitchell; Maya Angelou; my grandma (it would
be nice to see her again).

If you could go anywhere in history where
would you go?

I’d choose Bath, during Regency Britain. And I’d
wear a great dress.

What is the most important lesson you’ve
learned in life?

Slow down.

Christmas is coming! What one gift would you
most like for Christmas?

Chocolate!

Tell us a joke!

What did the wise men say after they offered up
their gifts of gold and frankincense? Wait, there's
myrrh.

Rachael’s next novel, Five Nights is coming soon. Five Nights is about the dark secrets of a rich and
powerful family over five nights on a glamorous luxury cruise. The Scarmados are the most famous
family in Britain. Now, head of the family Mattia is about to retire, and he's taken his five children and
his new young wife Belle on the maiden voyage of one of his luxury cruise ships. The tabloids are
buzzing: is he about to announce his successor? Belle has insisted her best friend Emily joins the
party. She needs an ally against her feuding stepchildren. But from the moment they arrive on the
ship, sinister things start to happen, and, looming over it all, is the question that makes Emily fear
desperately for Belle. What really happened to Mattia's first wife three years ago?

I tell myself I’ve got this… I’ve got this –
just do the work.
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Verulam Writers:
A Guide to Critiquing

This guide is intended to help members get the most out of sharing their work with the group. 

Tips for giving criticism:

• Arrive with the right mindset: We’re all here to help other writers (and ourselves) 
improve our writing. Remember you can learn a lot by listening to critique on other 
writers’ work as well as your own.

• Know what your feedback can offer: You’re able to provide the writer with something 
they can’t get themselves: reaction to the piece by someone who isn't immersed in 
their story. You provide invaluable insight into a general reader's reaction, and that of a 
writer distanced from the work.

• We all have different tastes: You don’t have to like a piece of writing to give it a fair 
critique.

• Go beyond a “wow, great story!” type of response: You don't need to know detailed 
writing techniques to comment on things like character, dialogue, setting and plot. Do 
the characters feel real to you? Can you imagine people saying those things? Can you 
picture the setting? Does the plot make sense? Can you spot clichés? Are there 
opportunities for the writer to show and not tell? What do you think about the level of 
tension, pacing, conflict, tone, voice, and theme? Are there bits that jarred and took you 
out of the story?

• Be nice & show respect: Even if you hate a piece of writing, the writer has invested time 
and effort on the manuscript. Phrase criticism in a way that wouldn’t offend you if it 
were your writing. For example, use polite phrasing: your critique is more likely to be 
well received if you say something like, “I found this part slowed the pace a little,” and 
then explain why, rather than say, “It was boring.”

• Use “I” statements: It’s your subjective opinion you’re offering, so say, “I found this part 
slowed the pace,” not, “This part slowed the pace.” 

• Sandwich your feedback: Try not to give just give negative feedback. It’s important for 
the writer to know what does work, as well as what doesn’t. Start with something you 
liked, then provide constructive criticism, and end with something you liked. 

• Be specific: If you liked the writing, why did you like it? If you didn't like it, explain why.
• Offer suggestions: If you didn't like something, offer ways to make it more appealing to 

you.
• But, don’t rewrite in your own voice: Suggesting word choices or rephrasing

sections can be helpful, but don’t rewrite entire paragraphs or pages in your own 
style—how you would write it isn’t the point. 
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• Never criticise the writer: Discuss the manuscript, not the writer. If you found a part 
boring, don’t tell the writer, “you write boring manuscripts.” 

• Remember your biases: We all have biases and must critique around them and stay 
focused on the craft. Avoid criticising the writer’s choice of subject or things like the 
race, gender, religion, or sexuality of their characters. You can of course point out 
inaccuracies and highlight where the work may cause offense. 

• Don’t take ownership: The writer makes the ultimate decision on whether to accept or 
reject any criticism. Even if you feel a certain change is required, do not push the writer.

• Don’t fixate on spelling or grammar mistakes: It’s fine to point out the odd spelling 
error or misplaced comma, but don’t feel you have to correct every mistake. The writing 
brought for critique is often raw and the writer will fix these at a later stage. 

Tips for receiving criticism:

• Don’t take it personally: Criticism of your work is not criticism of you. Try to maintain a 
separation between you and your writing.

• No draft is perfect: You may feel strongly about your work, but there is almost always 
room for improvement. Don’t stress if the other members have a lot of suggestions. 

• Don’t get defensive: You don’t need to defend your writing – nobody is attacking it. If 
you don’t agree with someone’s critique, let it go.

• Everyone has an opinion: You might think it’s perfect, others think it’s too long, and 
others think it’s too short. Learn the voices offering criticism and decide which you 
value most.

• Don’t be dismissive: The ultimate decision of what goes into your manuscript is yours, 
but don’t dismiss harsh or difficult to implement criticism. Following the hardest advice 
can be the most worth it.

• Don’t just hear – listen: Be open-minded and challenge your assumptions. Try others’ 
ideas out. The more you listen, rewrite, and see improvements in your work, the easier 
it will become to accept criticism in the future.

• Take notes: Write down everything people are telling you, not just the nice stuff. 
• Wait: After hearing criticism, let it sit for a while before revising or thinking about 

changes. 
• Remember, you own your writing: As Neil Gaiman said: “When people tell you there’s 

something wrong with a story, they’re almost always right. When they tell what it is 
that’s wrong and how it can be fixed, they’re almost always wrong.” Listen to people’s 
critique, and then decide yourself how you want to fix it.

References:
https://www.thewritersloft.org/critique
http://www.fmwriters.com/Visionback/Issue%205/butidon.htm
https://hollylisle.com/sp-member-handbook/
https://www.writersdigest.com/be-inspired/guide-to-critique-group-etiquette-9-embarrassing-mistakes-to-
avoid
https://thewritelife.com/tips-for-writing-critique/
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https://www.writersdigest.com/be-inspired/guide-to-critique-group-etiquette-9-embarrassing-mistakes-to-avoid
https://thewritelife.com/tips-for-writing-critique/


David Gibson Cup Comp Turns Up 
the Heat
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Wednesday 5th October saw the adjudication
of the David Gibson Cup Competition on the
theme of ‘heat’.

The winner of the David Gibson Cup is voted
upon by popular vote on the night. Set by last
year’s winner Anne Ellis, the theme of heat
drew out a number of creative interpretations
including fires in a flat and prison, a cold day
on a golf course, and a heatwave.

Voting was very close, with the winner of the twelve entries receiving four votes and the joint second
places receiving three votes each.

Finishing Line by Wendy Turner came joint second; a story that followed a runner rising up through
the heats to a final, tragic race. Three Flames by Sam Ellis was also joint second, and was the story of
a game in a curry restaurant that led to the hottest curry on the menu being ordered by someone
who doesn’t like spice.

It was Weather Station Man by Dave Weaver that came first. The sombre story of a lonely guardian of
a weather station had emotion and warmth – which was apt given the theme. Commiserations went
to Yvonne Moxley who won the Gnome for her nom de plume Luke Warmish.

Congratulations to our winners and entrants, and thanks to Anne for setting the theme.
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FIRST SECOND THIRD GNOME

David Gibson Cup
Topic: Heat (set by Anne Ellis) 
Adjudication Date: 5th October 2022

Dave Weaver Wendy Turner and Sam Ellis Yvonne Moxley 
(aka Luke Warmish)

Lisbeth Phillips Plate Competition
Topic: TBC (set by Wendy Turner)
Adjudication Date: 30th November 2022

Sam Rostom Sam Ellis Steve Seaton Sam Ellis
(aka Russel Leaves)

President’s Competition
Topic: TBC (set by Cecile Keen)
Adjudication Date: 1st March 2023

Crystal Decanter Competition
Topic: TBC (set by Ellen Hickey)
Adjudication Date: 31st May 2023

Howard Linskey Competition
Topic: Crime
Adjudication Date: 28th June 2023
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The VW Website
www.verulamwriters.org

On our website you can find all the latest information on our upcoming meetings, find out
about new competitions, download Veracity, and much more!

There are two features in particular that we want to draw your attention to:

First, there is the section Writing by our Members. Here we showcase one piece of writing
per members. So if you have a particular piece of work that you are proud, whether is
available for purchase or maybe downloadable on your own website, we can feature it in this
section. Just send an email to verulamwritersevents@outlook.com. There are already a few
items on this section. If there is a particular style you prefer or image, you’d like us to use,
please let us know in the email.

Secondly, we have a new Members Forum. Here we can have discussions on writing, share
work for feedback and make suggestions about the Writing Group. You can register by
signing up for an account. All you need is an email address and come up with a password.
Then we’ll need to check your membership and validate your account. That should only take
us a day or two tops!

We hope you all enjoy the website. Feel free to share feedback on the forum!

VERACITY

http://www.verulamwriters.org/
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@verulamwriters
Do you have some news to share about writing such as an event or 
publication of an article or book? 

• Visited a website that could be a good resource for other 
writers? 

• Seen a good quote?

• Like to find out more about the VW? 

on

Then head to @verulamwriters on

We’d like to encourage all members to
visit and use our Facebook page. It’s full
of news from the VW and a great way to
stay connected! As long as posts are
writing-related and appropriate, we’d
love you to post too!

!

VERACITY
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@verulam_writers
Do you have some news to share about writing such as an event or 
publication of an article or book? 

• Visited a website that could be a good resource for other 
writers? 

• Seen a good quote?

• Like to find out more about the VW? 

on

Then head to @verulam_writers on

We’d like to encourage all members to
visit and use our twitter page. It’s full of
news from the VW and a great way to
stay connected! As long as posts are
writing-related and appropriate, we’d
love you to post too!

!

VERACITY
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About Us
Verulam Writers meet fortnightly on
Wednesday evenings at 8pm in our new
home of St Stephen’s Church Hall, 1
Watling Street, AL1 2PT. To find out more
and for a full list of events, visit the VW
website at
www.verulamwriters.org

Get Involved
If you would like to write for VERACITY
(we’d love to have you!) or have any
comments or feedback please email the
editor at VWVeracityEditor@gmail.com

Publicity
If you have anything you’d like to
publicise (a new publication, an event
etc.) then we’d love to hear about it at
VWPublicity@gmail.com

Follow us on:

Facebook
@verulamwriters

Twitter
@verulam_writers

The editor would like to thank all of the 
contributors to this edition of VERACITY.

44

Events
Events are always in the works, even 
online, so if you’d like to volunteer 
please email Phil and Mandy at 
verulamwritersevents@hotmail.co.uk

Our next meeting will be on Wednesday 4th January 
in our new home of 

St Stephen’s Church Hall
For more details please visit 

https://www.verulamwriters.org/
We would like to wish you all a…

VERACITY
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